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SOLUTIONS
Jasper Chair provides a variety of solutions for many applications.
Following is a guide to what we see trending in these environments.

to provide these elements for a long day’s wait.
Popular selections Chelsey, Dolton, Lenexa, Niles, Novi, Tinley

RESTAURANT, HOTELS & RESORTS
Dining has evolved into an experiential event and interiors are critical to
a restaurants or hotels success. Jasper Chair services many world wide
food and stay facilities and have become a go-to source due to our
customization and superior quality.
Popular selections Allis, Brooks, Dakota, Hana, Hays, Joliet, Neenah,
Niles, Samara, Walton

LIBRARY
Whether a public library or law library, our full range of coordinating
collections have distinction and functionality for these spaces.
Popular selections Asher, Becket, Clive, Edina, Ellanor, Lydia

CAFE, COFFEE HOUSE, & WINERY/BREWERY
Smaller scale seats, vintage appeal, or finish selections, Jasper Chair
provides options to meet the distinct look with a variety of choices.
Popular selections Addi, Afton, Clay, Diego, Lora, Macy, Marshal, Porter
HOUSING COMPLEX
Get a look for right at home with our contract grade product and
competitive pricing, our chairs fit a variety of spaces while
meeting budgets.
Popular selections Diego, Hana, Koko, Lora, Macy, Samara
CRUISE SHIPS
Jasper Chair offers selections made specifically for cruise ships. With
an eye on sizes, arm and armless, and designs that fit contemporary
and traditional themes.
Popular selections Neenah, Niles, Samara, Sidney
COUNTRY CLUBS, ARENAS, AND STADIUM SUITES
Casters, club chairs, and customization make our offering right
for most any recreational area. Add a logo or team color for that extra
brand element.
Popular selections Becket, Brooks, Diego, Hays, Koko, Mckinley, Samara

We strive to make the process of selecting and purchasing furniture
fun and easy. Find out more with our start-to-finish guide.
COLLABORATIVE PLANNING
We are ready to listen, so let’s start with the basics - your goal and
concepts, budgetary parameters, and a time line. We’re probably just
as excited as you to see your brand come to life.
PROJECT MANAGEMENT
A project manager will be here to ease the flow of communication, time
objectives, and even follow up after the product installs. Or, years later,
a replacement part is needed or you’re looking to expand, we’ll have
project details and be ready to go.
DESIGN & ENGINEERING
Now for selecting product. We have many standard options and many
more custom solutions. Whether it’s an inspiration concept, sketch, or
a drawing, we can accommodate. Our team of experts have ideas on
construction techniques and value engineering.

SAMPLES
We realize details matter. We will provide drawing files with full
specifications or even a rendered visual. And, when time allows, let’s
mock up a prototype and be certain all those details are precise.
STOCKING
We’re happy to accommodate inventory and management of, whether
its fully boxed and ready-to-ship or maintaining inventory based upon
forecasting efforts. We realize the importance of being on time and
have adequate warehouse space to provide this service at no added
cost to you. We’d rather have product under our roof than multiple
handling or some warehouse unaccounted.
ONGOING
We are committed to your goals and our partnership. If you have
a need or an idea, we are ready to hear it - replacement seats or
cushions, touch-up, charcuterie boards, and special product packaging
- and everything in between. We want to ensure your satisfaction
throughout the entire process, including years after.

SENIOR LIVING & HEALTHCARE
A unique responsibility comes with furnishing senior living and
healthcare facilities. Above all else, furniture must be attractive,
comfortable, and supportive. Every product is crafted and upholstered

OFFICE
Let our product work for you. Looks for start ups to refined details,
create an atmosphere for millennial to boomers.
Popular selections Diego, Hana, Koko, Milan, Neenah, Samara
EDUCATION & STUDENT HOUSING
A top choice with distinction and durability for the rigorous demands
of students. Jasper Chair provides solutions to many higher education
campuses and k-12 institutions.
Popular selections Diego, Macy, Marshal, Taylor, Tinley, Walton
RELIGIOUS
Custom kneelers, the warmth of wood, or linking, allow your place of
worship unity and the functionality it needs.
Popular selections Diego, Edina, Lyons, Tiffin, Tinley
RETAIL
Let’s create product that supports your brand. A first look or
comfort for waiting, our chairs are sure to impress your audiences.
Popular selections Joliet, Macy, Samara

SPECIALTY FEATURES
Stacking Asher, Chelsey, Diego, Novi, Tinley
Bariatric Novi
4-leg Casters Mckinley
Mixed Material Diego, Brooks
Juvenile Clive, Edina, Marshal, Taylor, Tiffin, Walton
Linking Clive, Taylor, Tiffin, Tinley

CUSTOM PRODUCT
Jasper Chair is your most reliable source for authentic custom
manufacturing. From a slight modification such as made-to-measure
dimensions to building a completely original concept, Jasper Chair, in
partnership with you, will masterly craft the exact product.
Leg design, stretchers and support rails, edge treatment, seat style,
upholstery techniques, functional features such as stacking or kneelers,
materials are just a few ways to make your product your own.
QUANTITIES
Due to the nature of creating a unique piece, minimum order
quantities apply. Please contact Customer Service for specific details
and parameters. A general guide, is fifty chair minimum; however,

depending on previous designs and programming, this can vary, or
a one time fee can be applied.
LEAD TIME
We will make every effort to accommodate your lead time schedule.
Due to the extra time involved with engineering efforts, an increase of
two weeks can be expected to create a unique furniture piece.
REQUEST
To minimize the time frame, please provide at the onset of a customer
project - project reference, quantities, ship to zip, detailed product
information, contact name and information.
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TAILOR MADE
Because every project is unique, we allow a variety of ways to personalize your project. Here’s a look at our most popular
options. Not all options are available on all product with standard pricing. Upcharges may apply.

PERSONALIZED LASER
ENGRAVING
Provide art file or inspiration,
specification of color, size and
location; available on many
seats and backrests.

FINISH COLORS
By providing color specification
(paint or pms values), we can
match nearly any variety.

MULTI-FINISH
Select product can be specified in
choice of two finish colors.

DUAL UPHOLSTERY

Specify many models in a choice of
two upholstery selections; outside
of backrest or between seat and
backrest are most common.

NAIL TRIM

HANDHOLDS

CASTERS

BUTTONS & TUFTING

BOOKSHELF

Standard trim is in brass at 1/2"
spacing; antique, satin, and oxford
are also available; spacing can
be without gaps or at 1” or more
increments.

Porter offers an integrated and
rounded handhold option; many
series include cutout designs.

Many chairs include the option
to add front leg casters; Mckinley
allows for four leg casters.

Want a little extra detail added to
upholstered product, add buttons
or a tufting detail.

Looking for added functionality of
a bookshelf? Look no more. Several
series utilize a bookshelf stretcher
system. Or, apply to the backrests
of a variety of chairs.

FINISH APPLICATION

DECORATIVE CUTOUTS

DECORATIVE STITCHING

GLIDES

CHANNELS & RINGS

SEAT HEIGHT & DIMENSIONS PERSONALIZED STAMPING

Rubbed color, distressing or other
unique application, provide your
inspiration and we can execute.

Offer on a variety of standard
geometric cutouts and options;
if you have another idea, provide
an art file or instructions.

Want a little extra detail added to
upholstered product, add stitching.
Our standard options are line or
grid, but we do a variety of other
techniques.

Rubber cushion chrome glides are
standard; we recommend and
offer a .875" black or white nylon
for wood and tile floor application.

Barstools are standard with brass
channels and rings; stainless and
other color options are available.

Many barstools can be modified
to counter height; other product
allows for height adjustment as
well - cafe size, juvenile, lounge
or other.

REPLACEMENT SEATS &
PARTS

MOTION SEATS *

JURY BASE

ARMPADS

LINKING

Motion seats are designed in
our Brooks collection and many
additional barstools; with some
modifications, many others can
utilize this feature.

Available as a standard option
with our Walden collection.

Armpads can be added to a variety
of models; we route the shape into
the arm to fit the pads securely.
Novi and Mckinely offer as a
standard option.

A variety of lounge, chair, and sled
base models offer linking.

* Motion seats, while providing a unique feature, may require additional attention. Due to movement, the chair or stool’s backrest can bump
along table and counter tops, causing damage. A solution for this instance would be to include a footrail along the table or bar to keep the
backrest apart from the surface.

Due to high traffic environments
and the longevity of our product,
replace seats or other parts may
be needed; many of our products
allow this feature with ease.

PIPING
A welt cord or piping creates
defined form and added protection
to furniture. Specify in coordinating
or dual upholstery selection.

A process to express your brand
message; provide an art file or
inspiration, color and size
specifications.

